
Before we begin, please make sure:
Your microphone is muted. 

Your Display Name is your first and last name. You can change this by hovering on your image block and clicking on 
the … symbol at the top right corner of your picture and selecting Display Name. 

We will be recording this session.

Chat protocol:
Please send questions during the session to xxxx.

The setting to send a chat to everyone will be available so presenters can utilize it during their session for 
engagement. Please do not post questions to everyone unless otherwise prompted. 
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OVERVIEW 
Cognitive Psychology Applied to Education

Strategies for Effective Teaching: Planning
• Spacing
• Interleaving

Strategies for Effective Teaching: Reinforcement of Learning

• Retrieval practice

Strategies for Effective Teaching: Development of Learning
• Elaboration
• Concrete examples
• Dual coding

Resources



Cognitive psychology applied to education



The Goal of our Research is to…



Cognitive psychology applied to education

Memory Attention Perception

Learning 
strategy

Teaching 
strategy



Applied Laboratory
In the lab with relevant materials
(e.g., textbook chapters, video lectures)

The lab to classroom model

Basic Laboratory
In the lab with simple materials
(e.g., word lists, nonsense syllables)

Applied Classroom
In the classroom with relevant materials
(e.g., teachers altering their instruction)



Warnings

We can’t guarantee success



What we can do

Memory Attention Perception

Learning 
strategy

Teaching 
strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By converging upon learning/teaching strategies that seem to work, on the whole, better than othersBy investigating the reasons why these strategies are effective (  how we differ from behaviorists)By coming up with general principles that account for learning patterns fairly well (NB: no laws!)Teaches should help guide the questions we ask. We are teachers too.
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Try to ask why:

What we can do



What we can do
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Presentation Notes
Selected based on Dunlosky et al report from IES and follow-up report from National Council on Teacher Quality



Learning About Learning Report (2016)
Blog post: We Need to Rewrite the Textbook on How to Teach Teachers 

% of teacher training textbooks that cover evidence-based strategies for effective learning

13%

25%

0%

41%

0%

22%

0% 50% 100%

Dual Coding

Concrete…

Interleaving

Elaboration

Retrieval Practice

Spaced Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the reasons we got into thisAsk for feedback

http://bigthink.com/neurobonkers/we-need-to-rewrite-the-textbook-on-how-to-teach


Spaced Practice
Planning



Main idea – Spacing

Study Re-Study Test

Study Test 



Re-Study



Spacing – An All-rounder

Vocabulary learning 
(e.g., Bahrick et al., 1993; Kornell, 2009; 
Bloom & Shuell, 1981)

Fact learning 
(e.g., DeRemer & D’Agostino, 1974)

Text passages
(e.g., Gordon, 1925; Rawson & Kintsch, 
2005; Verkoeijen et al., 2008)

Problem solving
(e.g., Cook, 1934; Grote, 1995)

Motor skills 
(e.g., Baddeley & Longman, 1978; Shea et 
al., 2000; Goedert & Miller, 2008)

Musical instrument learning 
(e.g., Simmons, 2007)



Evidence from the Laboratory
Rawson & Kintsch (2005)

Read Re-Read

Read

Read Re-Read1 week

Immediate 
Test

Delayed 
Test

2 days

SIMPLE

MASSED

SPACED



Evidence from the Laboratory
Rawson & Kintsch (2005)
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Evidence from the Laboratory
Rawson & Kintsch (2005)
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Yana to add design reminder



Massed Teaching

Spaced Teaching

Image from Class Teaching blog, Durrington School, UK



Image from Mr Benney, Penyrheol Comprehensive School, UK

Spacing Plan



Interleaved Practice
Planning



Main idea – interleaving



Interleaving in math learning
Taylor & Rohrer (2010)



PRACTICE TEST

Interleaving in math learning
Taylor & Rohrer (2010)



PRACTICE TEST

Interleaving in math learning
Taylor & Rohrer (2010)



Interleaving in math learning
Taylor & Rohrer (2010)

PRACTICE TEST



Easy way to implement interleaving

Image from Steven Shaw, Senior Leader, International School in Hong Kong



Image from Kristopher Boulton, Teach First maths teacher

More complex way to implement interleaving



Topic and Quiz Spacing Spreadsheet: 
A Planning Tool for Teachers

http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2017/5/11-1



Elaboration
Development of Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: Changing this to just 30 minutes, then challenges/implementation/combination of strategies in the last 45 minutes, rather than vice versa



Many definitions…



Elaboration increases depth of processing



Last names A-M



Last names N-Z



READY?
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How many remembered 1 word, put up your hands and keep them there until we reach a number you didn’t remember -



Check to make sure any words you 
wrote down are on this list





Elaboration: levels of processing 
(Craik & Lockhart, 1972)

orthography/case/length

sounds/rhyme

meaning/associations

Semantic

Phonemic

Surface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pyramid represents depth of processing and retention



How many vowels 
does it have?

Is it relevant to 
survival? Semantic

Surface

Elaboration: levels of processing 
(Craik & Lockhart, 1972)
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Pyramid represents depth of processing and retention



2 vowels

Yes, it might kill me

Semantic

Surface

Elaboration: levels of processing 
(Craik & Lockhart, 1972)
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Presentation Notes
Pyramid represents depth of processing and retention



Depth of processing effect on memory 
(Craik & Tulving, 1975)



Elaboration increases organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Megan’s thesis: “By this view, elaboration involvesmaking the item or concept more integrated and organized with existingknowledge structures. By connecting and integrating the concept beingencoded with other concepts in memory, organization is increased andpresumably serves to make it easier to reconstruct the past at the time ofretrieval.”





Elaborative interrogation is the 
technique with the most evidence



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illustration of "how" and "why" questions (i.e., elaborative interrogationquestions) students might ask while studying the physics of flight.Caption. To help figure out how physics explains flight, students might ask themselvesthe following questions: “How does a plane take off?”; “Why does a plane need anengine?”; “How does the upward force (lift) work?”; “Why do the wings have a curvedupper surface and a flat lower surface?”; and “Why is there a downwash behind thewings?”.



Elaborative interrogation may work 
better when knowledge is high



Practical Tips





Concrete Examples
Development of Learning



Concrete information is easier to remember

• This happens even when controlling for factors such as word 
frequency, length, and meaningfulness



Novices tend to remember surface 
features of examples (Chi et al., 1981)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problems A and C look similar on the surface, so novices would group themtogether into one category. Experts, however, will recognize that problems B and C bothrelate to the principle of energy conservation, and so will group those two problems intoone category instead.



Transfer of knowledge is very difficult
(Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983)















Suppose you are a doctor faced with a patient who has a 
malignant tumor in his stomach.  To operate on the patient 
is impossible, but unless the tumor is destroyed, the patient 
will die.  A kind of ray, at a sufficiently high intensity, can 
destroy the tumor.  Unfortunately, at this intensity, the 
healthy tissue that the rays pass through on the way to the 
tumor will also be destroyed.  At lower intensities, the rays 
are harmless to healthy tissue, but will not affect the tumor.  

How can the rays be used to destroy the tumor without 
injuring healthy tissue?



Transfer of knowledge is very difficult
(Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983)

Fortress Story Tumor Problem



Going from one example to another

Gick & Holyoak (1980), Cognitive Psychology



Going from one example to another

Gick & Holyoak (1980), Cognitive Psychology
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Hint No Hint



Gick & Holyoak (1983), Cognitive Psychology

 What doesn’t work?
 Having students summarize the solution
 Providing a verbal description of the underlying structure
 Providing a diagram 

 What does (seem to) work?
 Provide multiple examples esp. with different surface 

details
 Having students explain how the examples are similar (i.e., 

extracting the underlying structure)

Going from one example to another



Practical Tips





Dual Coding
Development of Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: Changing this to just 30 minutes, then challenges/implementation/combination of strategies in the last 45 minutes, rather than vice versa



Main idea – Dual coding
Alan Paivio‘s 
dual-coding 
theory



ANTIAR - POISON

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With vocabulary, they might just create pictures to go with the two words. Creating them will help!



Pictures can help students understand 
texts ( Jalilehvand, 2012)

NO PICTURE PICTURE

LONG TEXT

SHORT TEXT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Iranian high school students learning English



Pictures can help students understand 
texts ( Jalilehvand, 2012)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REPLACE



BE CAREFUL:
Dual Coding vs. Learning Styles



BE CAREFUL:
Dual Coding vs. Learning Styles

“Verbal” “Verbal” “Visual”



Retrieval Practice
Reinforce Learning



Effects on Learning

Retrieval
Practice

Learning

Feedback
Study allocation

Motivation

Indirect Effects



Effects on Learning

Retrieval
Practice

Learning

Feedback
Study allocation

Motivation

Direct Effect

Indirect Effects



Direct effects of retrieval practice

STUDY
RESTUDY

FINAL TEST

STUDY

RESTUDY
RESTUDY

RETRIEVAL
RETRIEVAL

RETRIEVAL
FINAL TEST



Do Students realize retrieval helps?
(Roediger & Karpicke, 2006, Exp 2)



Do Students realize retrieval helps?
(Roediger & Karpicke, 2006, Exp 2)



Do Students realize retrieval helps?
(Roediger & Karpicke, 2006, Exp 2)



Retrieval Practice with Vocabulary
(Karpicke, 2009)

STUDY PRACTICE TEST STUDY PRACTICE TEST Drop Condition

Mashua-Boat Mashua- ? Mashua-Boat Mashua- ?



STUDY PRACTICE TEST STUDY PRACTICE TEST

STUDY PRACTICE TEST STUDY PRACTICE TEST

Drop Condition

STUDY X 2

Retrieval Practice with Vocabulary
(Karpicke, 2009)



STUDY PRACTICE TEST STUDY PRACTICE TEST

STUDY PRACTICE TEST STUDY PRACTICE TEST

STUDY PRACTICE TEST STUDY PRACTICE TEST

Drop Condition

STUDY X 2

TEST X 2

Retrieval Practice with Vocabulary
(Karpicke, 2009)



Karpicke, 2009



Karpicke, 2009



Karpicke, 2009



Spaced retrieval practice

Example based on blog by MrTharby, UK Author and teacher



www.learningscientists.org



BLOG

Resource digests

Learning Scientists and 
Guest posts



Six strategy posters



Powerpoints for teaching the 6 
strategies





Sketchnote Video:
Summarizing the 6 strategies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPxSzxylRCI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPxSzxylRCI


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Megan – thoughts?



www.learningscientists
.org/blog/2018/1/11-1

http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2018/1/11-1


www.learningscientists.org@AceThatTest



www.learningscientists.org@AceThatTest

Questions?

cynthia.nebel@vanderbilt.edu
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